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IGNITE THE SPARK IN YOUR SOUL AND CONTRIBUTE TO

SOMETHING GREATER THAN YOURSELF

New Book, The Healing Artist outlines clear steps for using your

creativity to help others live a life of happiness and satisfaction.

“Art is part of our story that helps us build antibodies against  illness and pain.” 

— Andrea Horowitz –

Delaware, December 2020 – As creatives we seek a life filled with

deeper meaning and purpose. We desire to ‘do art’ and share our gifts

to help others thrive, but we struggle to identify the RIGHT STEPS to

make that a reality. You may wonder, “How do I create art that is

adaptable to clients’ needs and capabilities, while bringing more joy to

their life?”  Who do I help? And am I even qualified to help?

This inspiring book, THE HEALING ARTIST - CONNECTION - CREATION - COMPASSION,

INSPIRING PROJECT IDEAS AND HEART-WARMING  EXPERIENCES THAT SHOWS

THERAPEUTIC ART BRINGS HEALING & JOY TO ELDERS AND INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECIAL

NEEDS, shares proven methods and strategies that enable you to become an artist that heals

others in ways you’ve never imagined.!
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ABOUT THE BOOK
If you want to learn how to use art therapeutically and position yourself as a skilled

professional with specialized training, but you’re unsure about where you’ll find the time and

money to devote to it; if you’re retiring, or perhaps you’re being “downsized,” and you want to

change paths and do something that’s different, creative, and stress-free; if you understand

the power of art and you’re seeking a creative outlet that’s meaningful; or perhaps you’ve got

some talent and you see it as an asset to use art to give back to the community and pay it

forward- then THE HEALING ARTIST could be your solution.

Aritst & Author, Sherita Sparrow has been sharing her gift of art since 2003. She harnessed her

passion for art and turned it into a thriving business that enhances the quality of life for the

elderly and special needs community. Through this book of inspiring real-life experiences

you'll open your mind to the possibilities of using art to enrich lives. 

You’ll expand your self-awareness as a creative and healing artist. You’ll learn the proven

formula for empowering and increasing clients’ sense of self-worth that's necessary for

transforming lives beyond words.

Ultimately, The Healing Artist is more than a blueprint that show you how to  establish richer

experiences for others. It's an opportunity to regain confidence in your CREATIVITY and bring

more abundance into your life. "Art brings life to the world and I could not imagine life without

expressing myself through my art.", Sherita says.

###
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COLLEGE STUDENT • NEWLY-GRADUATED

FAMILY CAREGIVER • RETIRED INDIVIDUAL

CRAFTY HEART • ANYONE WHO LOVES ART
You’re seeking a creative outlet that’s meaningful,

allows you to give back to the community and pay it

forward.
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This inspiring book, THE HEALING ARTIST -

CONNECTION - CREATION - COMPASSION,

INSPIRING PROJECT IDEAS AND HEART-

WARMING  EXPERIENCES THAT SHOWS

THERAPEUTIC ART BRINGS HEALING & JOY

TO ELDERS AND INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECIAL

NEEDS, shares proven methods and strategies

that enable you to become an artist that heals

in ways you’ve never imagined.!

You want to learn how to use art therapeutically to

position yourself as a skilled professional with

specialized training, but you’re unsure about where

you’ll find the time and money to devote to it...
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ABOUT THE BOOK

WHO SHOULD READ
PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS • ASPIRING ARTISTS

You have studied and honed on your craft, now you're

excited to get out there and use your artistic talents to

support others on an emotional and spiritual level.

You're looking to do something that’s different,

creative, and stress-free. Or you want to take caring for

your loved one beyond the average interaction.
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ENDORSEMENTS FOR THE HEALING ARTIST
In The Healing Artist, Sherita’s passion shines in her creative and meaningful work with older

adults as well as staff and care partners. Sherita understands the importance of empowering

older adults and honoring their strengths and abilities.  Through this book, her infectious positivity

and experience as a therapeutic art practitioner within the field of aging are invaluable tools for

eldercare communities. You’ll find Sherita's joyful and encouraging approaches inspiring for older

and younger people alike!

▬ Michelle Olson, PhD, LCAT, ATR-BC, ACC/MC,  Owner of Gero Pros

▬ Angi McCloksey, Community Relations Manager, A nonprofit organization to people with intellectual disabilities

Sherita brings out the best in people. They leave a therapeutic art session feeling good about

themselves because her methods allow them to find the best parts of themselves, and gently and

creatively express it in a fun and comfortable way.  The Healing Artist centers around sharing the

passion she has for allowing people to find and express their gifts.

I highly recommend The Healing Artist. It’s more than just a book about therapeutic art. Sherita

Sparrow brings energy and enthusiasm to the reader.  She shows how using art is useful for

elderly as well as anyone who may be experiencing trauma or other difficulties in life. This book

encourages you to grow as an individual and experience peace and healing in a healthy way.

▬ Cheri Collins, Community Relations Manager, Leading pediatric hospital
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QUOTES FROM THE HEALING ARTIST

The Healing Artist, like balm to the soul, shares

the wisdom of creative experiences through

unique, sensitive, adaptable, and energizing

evidenced-based strategies.

What I know for sure is that it’s the messiest

moments that produce the most beautiful

blessings. Never underestimate the power of art

because it could change your life.

▬ Nancy Richards, The Healing Artist

"Creative expression is essential to humanity. It’s

one of the few positive outlets and is more

important than ever. Art helps others rise above

the grief so that they can feel solace. Rise above

the anxiety so that they can feel connected. 

▬ Sherita Sparrow,  The Healing Artist

▬ Sherita Sparrow,  The Healing Artist
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sherita Sparrow is a Therapeutic Art Practitioner and Art Master who has been sharing her gift of

art since 2003. Sherita holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Art from Towson University, and a

degree in Graphic Design from Delaware College of Art & Design. Sherita is also a Certified

Activity Professional, Certified Art Practitioner, and Certified Dementia Practitioner.

Sherita is also the CEO and Founder of The Feather's Touch, LLC, a holistic therapeutic art

company, that designs innovative programs to restore and maintain the highest level of

functionality for individuals with special needs, dementia, quadriplegia, paraplegia, Parkinson’s

Disease, and Alzheimer’s Disease. Her mission is to share her creative gifts to uplift other

creatives and show them how to contribute to something bigger than themselves.

CONNECT 
Email: sparrow.sherita@gmail.com

Website: www.bossartistbook.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/SheritaTSparrow
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DOWNLOADABLES
For Press Use Only

▬ Download Front Cover Image ▬ Download Front Cover & E-book Image

▬ Download Author Full Color Image
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